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Education for Climate Justice
The Third Generation Project is an award-winning, international think tank with the

mission of providing education on the social problems underlying and coming out of

the climate crisis.

Our website
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“This is my profession since my grandfathers and forefathers; to travel and

bring the goats and sheep to mountain areas in summer and go in winter

back down to Haripur for 7 months of the year… The past seven years, the

forest department stop us.”

 

The Frontline blog spotlights individuals and communities who can speak to how

global systems of environmental, economic, racial, and cultural inequality manifests

themselves in order better inform our actions and yours.

Check out our most recent post, here .  As part of his Master’s dissertation

research, TGP’s Jamie Hinch travelled to Pakistan to research how the country’s

world-renowned tree-planting campaign, ‘the 10 Billion Tree Tsunami Afforestation

Programme’, is impacting the migratory Bakarwal community. This edition of the

frontline shares Jamie’s conversation with Nazir, a member of the Bakarwal

community. Nazir reveals how the tree-planting is rupturing his community’s

traditional lifeways and exacerbating their marginalisation.

 

We welcome contributions to The Frontline:  if  your research collaborators or

partners have a story they want shared from the front lines of  the climate

crisis then reach out!  Contact  our  communications coordinator  Annabelle

von Moltke at  asedvm@st-andrews.ac.uk for  more information.

 

Ongoing Project Updates

The Emerging Researchers Project  (ERP):

Applications for our 2023 ERP recently closed and we look forward to announcing

our next cohort!

Meanwhile, our 2022 Emerging Researchers (Cate Bone, Yasemin Cag, Marcelina

Lekawska and Pia Tiwari) have this term been working their way through part two of

the ERP: their desk-based research projects. The research will be used to produce

educational outputs to be presented at an event showcasing their work at the start of

next term. Keep an eye out on our social media channels for further details!
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The Mutual Aid Clinic (MAC):

TGP’s latest educational programme, the MAC, focuses upon researching,

documenting and examining the history and contemporary politics of a marginalised

community- at the moment this is the Scottish Gypsy Traveller community. The

students are working with long-term TGP collaborator Roseanna McPhee , a

member of the Scottish Gypsy Traveller Community.

Through the MAC, students develop their research skills in a range of areas and

practical tasks. A key aim is to replicate the ways in which non-governmental

organisations (NGO’s) utilise their research teams. Following a brilliant first year,

this years’ students have been split into three research teams focussing on policy,

archival research, and public engagement. We look forward to sharing updates on

their work as the year progresses!

 

Noticeboard
TGP’s  Bennett  Col l ins  and  Al i  Watson  latest  art ic le  released!  Their article

focusses on the Maine Wabanaki-State Child Welfare Truth and Reconciliation

Commission (MWTRC), highlight it as a strategy of refusal denying settler colonial

co-option of this Wabanaki-centred process. Check out the article (open-access)

here !

 

Watch  the  Emerging  Researchers  Programme 2021 cohort’s

presentations!

In light of our upcoming 2022 ERP presentation event to be held in the new year,

check out last year's ERP presentations from our recorded event, ‘A Morning

Discussing Climate Justice’. The presentations are an amazing collection of

information and inspiration; they are available to watch here !

 

Watch  TGP’s  2022 Climate  Fringe event:  Cl imate  Just ice  and Rural

Communit ies  in  Colombia!  In September, TGP presented this fascinating

conversation between ERP alumni Juanita Monje and Colombian human rights

defender Sandra Ramirez about Sandra’s work with rural communities towards

climate justice in post-peace-process Colombia. Watch the conversation here !

If there are publications, resources, or events you would like shared and advertised in the next

newsletter then please contact TGP’s Development and Learning coordinator, Jamie Hinch, at:

jh305@st-andrews.ac.uk
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Upcoming Events
‘Cl imate  Knowledge into  Act ion:  Faci l i tator  Training  12,  15,  19,  20

December’

Scottish Communities Climate Action Network ( SCCAN)

Mon, 12th December 2022, 09:30 GMT.

‘Green  Tease:  Creating  cl imate  democracy  in  Scotland’

Creative Carbon Scotland

Fri, 9th December 2022, 16:00 – 18:30 GMT. [IN-PERSON, GLASGOW]

‘Greta  Thunberg  in  conversation  with  Naomi  Klein’

The Guardian Live

Thu, 8th  December 2022, 19:00 – 20:30 GMT.

‘Talking  Care  with  Language:  Cl imate  Justice  Glossary’

The Racial Justice Network

Tue, 24th  January 2023, 18:00 – 19:30 GMT.

‘Indigenous  Cinema ’22—Images  to  Postpone  the  End  of  the  World’

Hemispheric Institute

Fri, 9st December 2022 (other dates available).

‘Climate  Change Education  Webinar’

The Climate Change Education Research Network

Mon, 5th  December 2022, 15:20 – 16:20 GMT.

 

Opportunities, Vacancies, and Grants

Jobs and Internships: 

Namati:  Senior Researcher / Policy Officer, Land and Environmental Justice -

Open until filled. More information available here .

350.org:  Senior Digital Engagement Specialist (Europe) - Applications due 07/12/

2022. More information available here .

Amnesty  International:  Media & Events Assistant - Applications due 05/12/2022.

More information available here .

Environmental  Justice  Foundation:  Production Assistant - Applications due 06/

12/2022. More information available here .  
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Grants,  Scholarships,  and Calls for  Papers:  

Jul ie 's  B icycle:  The Colour Green Lab - Open. More information available here .

Universi ty  o f  Oslo:  PhD course in ‘Emancipating knowledges and socionatures:

anticolonialism and decolonisation debates’ - Applications due 01/03/2023. More

information available here .

Universi ty  of  Br istol :  PhD Studentship in ‘Afro- and/or Indigenous- Futurisms and

Educational Technology’ - Applications due 06/01/2023. More information available

here .

Univers i ty  o f  East  Angl ia :  PhD Studentship in ‘Colonial Histories of Resistance

and Reimagining Potential Caribbean Futures’ - Applications due 18/01/2023. More

information available here .

The  Br i t ish  Academy:  Wolfson Fellowships - Applications due 07/12/2022. More

information available here .

If you have a conference, workshop, grant, or opportunity relating to climate justice and education that

you would like listed, please send the details to Jamie Hinch at: jh305@st-andrews.ac.uk

 

Articles, Stories, and Media
A round up of recent press that we have enjoyed:

Image Credit: BBC

"How to Find Your Voice for Climate Action"- Fehinti  Balogun.

Fehinti Balogun is an actor, theatre maker, activist, and storyteller. In this brilliant

TED talk,  Balogun pieces together multiple complex issues - climate change,

colonialism, systemic racism - in a talk that's part spoken-word poem, part diagnosis

of entrenched global problems. Seeing the connections is a way to unlock collective

solutions, he says- and you have the power to reimagine what you think is possible.

"Ethical Storytelling Principles" -  Voice of  Witness

If you are inspired by Balogun’s talk and would like to learn more about digital

storytelling, check out this brilliant resource !  Voice of Witness present their

framework for ethical storytelling, grounded in the values of respect, dignity,

empathy, transparency, collaboration, and equity.
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"How to Accomodate Event Attendees with Neurological  Needs" -

Lisa Jade Hutchings

Following on from the ethical storytelling framework, here’s another set of

principles we recommend reading through. Hutchings discusses neurodivergence

and describes how to practise inclusivity and accessibility. The steps proposed

make essential reading for those considering hosting events.

"The Cruelty:  A Child Unclaimed" -  BBC Sounds

Presenter Davie Donaldson investigates the case of The Unknown Bairn, the

nickname for a boy whose body was washed ashore in Tayport, 1971. The story

is tragic, and important listening for anyone wanting to understand more about the

issues that TGP’s Mutual Aid Clinic is working on.

 

If you enjoyed this edition of the TGP Newsletter, please forward this on to friends and colleagues or

share on social media! To subscribe or unsubscribe from our mailing list, contact Jamie Hinch at:

jh305@st-andrews.ac.uk

Follow  Us  to  stay  up  to  date  with  TGP!

Our website

University of St Andrews, Arts Building, The Scores, St Andrews, Fife KY16 9AX, Scotland

Unsubscribe  Manage preferences
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